INSTRUCTIONS
MOVEO TF-STRAP (Technical Fabric - Strap)
An auxiliary harness (15) is provided with the
Moveo®brace neck brace made from hightech fabric (TF-Strap) which allows the brace to
be fastened to the user for both on-road (daily
commutes or bicycle rides) and off-road use
(motocross, mountain bike descents, etc.)
without having to attach it to your clothing.
The TF-Straps (15) is attached to the neck
brace by the fixation holes in the lower front of
the brace (10) and another fixation hole in the
central lower part at the back (10).
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To ensure the harness is attached correctly, we recommend the following
procedure:
• Before starting to connect it to the neck brace, widen the ring formed by the
harness (15) to its maximum width. To do so, use the two adjustment buckles
(16) on the TF-Strap (15), leaving the same length of strap on each side of
the buckle (16).
• Next, open the Velcro® fastening system of the back strap (17), insert the
strap through the fixation hole (10) at the bottom of the neck brace, and
close the strap again, making sure the Velcro® is securely gripped.
• When the back strap (17) is attached, do
the same with the two front straps(18),
inserting them in the corresponding
fixation holes (10) at the bottom of the
front of the neck brace. Make sure the
straps of the harness are not twisted.
• Open the front clip (19) of the TF-Strap and
put on the neck brace as if you were
putting on a rucksack, allowing the front
clip (19) and adjustment buckles (16)of
the TF-strap to fall over your chest
underneath your arms.
• Once the brace is on, close the front clip
(19) and adjust the length of the strap
using the adjustment buckles (16) until you
feel that it the harness is firmly secured to
the body yet without exerting too much
pressure.
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